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Jahn–Teller �JT� distortions and charge localization in the benzene dimer cation are analyzed using
the equation-of-motion coupled cluster with single and double substitutions for ionization potential
�EOM-IP-CCSD� method. Ionization of the dimer changes the bonding from noncovalent to
covalent and induces significant geometrical distortions, e.g., shorter interfragment distance and JT
displacements. Relaxation along interfragment coordinates lowers the energy of the t-shaped and
displaced sandwich isomers by 0.07 and 0.23 eV, respectively, whereas JT displacements result in
additional 0.18 and 0.23 eV. Energetically, the effect of JT distortion on the dimer is similar to the
monomer where JT relaxation lowers the energy by 0.18 eV. While the change in the interfragment
distance has dramatic spectroscopic consequences, the JT distortion causes only a small perturbation
in the electronic spectra. The two geometrical relaxations in the t-shaped isomer lead to opposing
effects on hole localization. Intermolecular relaxation leads to an increased delocalization, whereas
JT ring distortion localizes the charge. In the sandwich isomers, breaking the symmetry by ring
rotation does not induce considerable charge localization. The optimization and property
calculations were performed using a new implementation of EOM-IP-CCSD energies and gradients
in the Q-CHEM electronic structure package. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2969107�

I. INTRODUCTION

The benzene dimer cation is an important model system
for radiation-induced processes in extended aromatic sys-
tems, such as DNA or molecular crystals.1–4 The neutral
dimer has two nearly isoenergetic isomers: A t-shaped and a
displaced sandwich isomer.5–8 The ionization dramatically
affects the structures, binding energies, and relative energies
of the isomers, and a displaced sandwich isomer becomes the
lower-energy structure. Recently, we characterized the elec-
tronic structure of the ten lowest ionized states of the ben-
zene dimer along the important intermolecular coordinates,
i.e., interfragment distance and sliding displacements.9 We
found that relaxation along these interfragment coordinates
lowers the energy of the t-shaped and displaced sandwich
isomers by 0.07 and 0.23 eV, respectively. In the present
work, we report fully optimized equilibrium geometries and
characterize the effect of Jahn–Teller �JT� distortions and
charge localization. Energetically, ring relaxation lowers the
energies of the t-shaped and sandwich isomers by additional
0.18 and 0.23 eV, respectively.

Charge localization in the ionized dimers has important
spectroscopic consequences. It is also a key factor in deter-
mining the reaction dynamics following ionization.10,11 In
sandwich structures, the positive charge is delocalized be-
tween the fragments as required by symmetry, giving rise to
a strong absorption in the low energy region of the spectrum
�0–1.5 eV�. In complex stacked aromatic systems, the sym-
metry relationship between the rings will be lowered. Fur-
ther, in a stack of repeating bases in a DNA homopolymer,
there is heterogeneity in the spatial relationship of adjacent

bases �distance and orientation�, as well as variations in the
local environment. This raises an important question on the
nature of the electronic states, particularly the extent of
charge delocalization in symmetry-broken configurations.

The t-shaped benzene dimer cation is an example of a
system where the heterogeneity is caused by the geometric
arrangement of the rings. Despite this heterogeneity, it exhib-
its a considerable delocalization of the positive charge, suf-
ficient to produce strong charge resonance �CR� bands in the
spectrum.9 Here we investigate the effects of full geometry
optimization on hole localization. We also discuss the effects
of symmetry lowering on charge localization in sandwich
isomers, where symmetry can be broken by rotating one of
the rings with respect to another, as in the aromatic stacking
of helical isotactic polystyrene or DNA.

In heterosystems, the extent of delocalization is deter-
mined by two opposing factors. The first one is the electronic
coupling between the �quasi-� diabatic charge-localized
states, stronger diabatic coupling causing larger delocaliza-
tion. The coupling depends on the relative orientation of the
two rings �beyond the trivial distance dependence� and may
be affected by rotation. Indeed, a suitable partner orbital
must be present on the other fragment for sufficient overlap.
The second factor, the intramolecular distortion �e.g., JT dis-
tortions of the rings�, stabilizes the hole, thus favoring the
charge localization. Accurate calculations are needed to de-
termine the overall direction of the effect and to understand
when the combined effect is large and when it may be re-
duced due to partial cancellation.

As many other types of doublet radicals, ionized nonco-
valent dimers pose a challenge to ab initio methodology due
to symmetry breaking and spin contamination of the corre-a�Electronic mail: bradfort@usc.edu.
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sponding open-shell Hartree–Fock �HF� wave functions.12,13

However, since these �N−1� / �N+1�-electron doublet sys-
tems can formally be derived from an N-electron closed-shell
system by subtraction/addition of an electron, they can be
accurately and efficiently described by ionization potential
�IP� and electron affinity �EA� variants of the equation-of-
motion coupled-cluster �EOM-CC� �Refs. 14–17� or the
closely related symmetry-adapted-cluster configuration-
interaction �CI� methods.18–20 Both EOM-IP and EOM-EA
rely on the N-electron closed-shell reference and are
therefore free from the symmetry breaking and spin-
contamination problems that are ubiquitous in open-shell cal-
culations. Formal properties of these methods, as well as
their numerical performance, particularly the appropriate or-
der of truncation of the CC and EOM expansions, have been
studied in great detail.14–17,21–30 Truncation of both expan-
sions at double excitations offers a reasonable compromise
between computational feasibility and accuracy. The latter
can be improved �up to the exact result� by including higher
excitations. Recently, the performance of EOM-IP for ion-
ized noncovalent dimers has been benchmarked against full
CI and multireference CI.31

The calculations reported in this work were performed
using new efficient implementation of gradient and energy
calculation for EOM-IP-CCSD, as well as energy calculation
for the EOM-IP-CC model including 3h2p excitations,
EOM-IP-CC�2,3�. The theory and implementation of analytic
gradients for the EOM-IP-CC with single and double substi-
tution �EOM-IP-CCSD� method has been first reported by
Gauss and Stanton.16 Analytic gradients are essential because
computational chemistry studies usually require not only
single-point energies but also characterization of the poten-
tial energy surface �PES� stationary points �e.g., equilibrium
structures and transition states�, as well as a variety of the
state and transition properties. Properties are calculated as
contractions of appropriate operators with the same density
matrices that are used in the gradient calculations. Numerical
force calculation, which requires only the computation of
single-point energies, is computationally inefficient and sus-
ceptible to errors associated with the step size. For instance,
a finite difference gradient calculation for a system of N
atoms requires 2N+1 single-point energy calculations, while
the cost of analytic gradient evaluation is only twice the cost
of a single-point energy calculation. In the case of transition
properties, the finite difference approach requires the compu-
tation of the derivative of the overlap of the two states with
respect to an external electric field, which is rarely imple-
mented within standard electronic structure packages. Addi-
tional benefit of analytic gradient code is that the correlated
electron density can be investigated by different analysis
methods, e.g., the natural bond orbital �NBO� procedure.32

The benzene dimer cation is an excellent test case for
EOM-IP-CCSD gradient code, as a numerical geometry op-
timization of this system would be expensive and tedious due
to the large number of degrees of freedom and soft interfrag-
ment modes. Furthermore, the analytic gradient code in con-
junction with the NBO analysis allowed us to quantify the

extent of charge delocalization. Finally, fully optimized
structures allow us to refine vertical electronic spectra of the
two isomers.

Throughout the paper, we refer to the structures from the
PES scans9 and full optimization as relaxed and optimized,
respectively. The scanned distance in the t-shaped was the
distance between the centers of mass �COM� of the two
rings. In the displaced sandwich isomer, both the separation
between the planes and the displacement were scanned. The
internal geometries of the rings were frozen in both cases.
Vertical geometries are equilibrium structures of the neutral
dimer. Optimized geometries refer to structures with all de-
grees of freedom optimized.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Theory

As pointed out by Stanton and Gauss,22 EOM-IP-CCSD
is equivalent to the EOM-CC for excitation energy �EOM-
EE� method, in which one electron is always excited to a
very diffuse orbital �e.g., of the size of the Earth�, thus pro-
ducing the wave function of the ionized system. This very
useful observation allows a quick but not optimally efficient
implementation and also may suffer from poor convergence.
These problems are not present in proper implementations,
e.g., as in Ref. 16. We report a proper implementation of the
energy calculation at the EOM-IP-CCSD and EOM-IP-
CC�2,3� levels �i.e., 2h1p and 3h2p, respectively�, as well as
the EOM-IP-CCSD gradient calculation within the Q-CHEM

electronic structure program.33 The programmable
expressions were derived from the EOM-EE-CCSD
expressions34–36 by assuming that one of the EOM-EE exci-
tation occurs to a very diffuse orbital. Terms including either
integrals involving the latter or EOM amplitudes that do not
include excitation to the diffuse orbital vanish. The prefactor
and sign of the remaining terms can be efficiently determined
using diagrammatic techniques. Since derivation and pro-
grammable expressions for EOM-IP-CCSD have been
published,16 we only briefly outline formalism and give the
details in the EPAPS supplement.37

The EOM-CC �Refs. 34 and 38–44� methods describe
multiconfigurational wave functions using a single-reference
formalism. First, the CC equations are solved for the single-
determinant reference state ��0�,

����H̄ − ECC��0� = 0,

�1�
H̄ = e−THeT,

where ���� is a �-tuply excited determinant, ECC is the CC
energy of the system, and T is a linear excitation operator,

ECC = ��0�H̄��0� , �2�

T = T1 + T2 + ¯ = �
ia

ti
aa+i +

1

4 �
ijab

tij
aba+b+ji¯ . �3�

The choice of ��0� defines the HF vacuum, i.e., the separa-
tion of the orbital space into occupied and virtual subspaces,
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and all the excitation operators are excitation operators with
respect to this vacuum.45

Once the CC amplitudes are found, the non-Hermitian

similarity transformed Hamiltonian H̄ is diagonalized in a
selected subspace producing energies and amplitudes of the
target EOM states,

��R� = R��0� , �4�

��L� = ��0�L , �5�

��L��R� = �LR, �6�

where R and L are linear excitation operators describing the
left and right eigenfunctions ��R� and ��L�, which form a
biorthogonal set. By virtue of Eq. �1�, �0 is a right eigen-

function of H̄ in the subspace of �-tuply excited determi-
nants.

When H̄, which has the same spectrum as the original
Hamiltonian, is diagonalized in an incomplete space, the
quality of target EOM states depends on how well the refer-
ence CC state is described by a single HF determinant ��0�
and if the excitation operators generate a balanced set of
target configurations. Thus, different sectors of Fock space
can be reached by a judicious choice of the reference and the
EOM R /L operators. Fock space can be thought of as the
direct product of Hilbert spaces, each possessing a fixed but
different numbers of particles. In other words, we can com-

pute the H̄ operator of an N-electron system and subse-
quently diagonalize it in the basis of M-electron determi-
nants, thus obtaining the eigenstates of the M-electron
system.46

Species with one unpaired electron can be described
by EOM-IP/EA by combining a well-behaved
N+1 /N−1-electron closed-shell reference and an appropri-
ate R operator,

RIP = R1
IP + R2

IP + R3
IP + ¯

= � rii +
1

2 � rij
a a+ji +

1

12 � rijk
aba+b+kji¯ , �7�

REA = R1
EA + R2

EA + R3
EA + ¯

= � raa+ +
1

2 � ri
aba+b+i +

1

12 � rij
abca+b+c+ji¯ .

�8�

Figure 1 shows the electronic configurations of the target
states accessible by EOM-IP/EA. EOM-IP-CCSD performs
well for the states derived by single ionization, i.e., with
Koopmans-type dominant configurations. The ground and
low-lying excited states of doublet radicals are often of this
type. Provided that the property code is available, static and
transition properties between these states can be described as
well. EOM-IP/EA-CC models are also suitable for the com-
putation of ionization energies and electron affinities and the
corresponding Dyson orbitals,47 which can be used to com-
pute ionization cross sections if the scattering wave function
of the outgoing electron is available.

Truncation of T and R operators at 2h2p and
2h1p /1h2p, respectively, yields the EOM-IP/EA-CCSD
models. Including the 3h2p /2h3p excitations in R yields
EOM-IP/EA-CC�2,3�.

Derivation of analytic gradients for not fully variational
methods is complicated by non-Hellmann–Feynman terms.
In the case of EOM-CC, they describe the response of am-
plitudes and molecular orbital coefficients to a perturbation.
The direct determination of these terms is inefficient, and the
Z-vector48 and the Lagrangian35,49–53 techniques have been
developed to compute additional wave function response
terms. While the original work of Stanton and Gauss16 used
the Z-vector approach, we employed the Lagrangian-based
derivation of the EOM-IP-CCSD gradients following the
presentation in Ref. 35. The advantage of the latter is that it
allows one to tackle both the amplitude and orbital response
terms on a similar footing.

The derivation of EOM-IP-CCSD gradients and pro-
grammable expressions for energies and gradients are given
in the EPAPS material.37

B. Computational details

The geometries of the JT �C6H6�+ states and the isomers
of �C6H6�2

+ were optimized at the EOM-IP-CCSD /6–31
+G� level. The geometries of the t-shaped and displaced
sandwich dimer structures were restricted to C2v and C2h

symmetries, respectively. Subsequently, the ten lowest elec-
tronic states of the dimer were calculated, including the tran-
sition and state properties using EOM-IP-CCSD /6–31+G�.
The wave functions for the t-shaped isomer at vertical, re-
laxed, and optimized geometries were analyzed using the
NBO �Ref. 54� analysis and the charge of the individual
fragments was calculated. All cation monomer and
dimer energies were also computed using
EOM-IP-CC�2,3� /6–31+G�. The core 1s orbitals of carbon
were frozen in the single-point calculations but not in the
geometry optimizations. The geometries of the neutral mono-
mer and dimer were taken from Refs. 6 and 55. The mono-
mer C–C and C–H bond lengths are 1.3915 and 1.08 Å,
respectively. In the vertical displaced structures, the rings are
separated by 3.6 and displaced by 1.6 Å. The COM separa-
tion in the t-shaped isomer is 5.0 Å. Relaxed dimer cation
geometries were taken from Ref. 9. The interplanar separa-
tion and displacement in the relaxed displaced sandwich are

virtual
orbitals

occupied
orbitals

EOM-IP-CC
states

EOM-EA-CC
states

reference
state

FIG. 1. States with N−1 /N+1 electrons can be described based on the
N-electron reference using EOM-IP/EA-CC wave functions. EOM-IP-CC is
particularly suitable for states derived by ionization from an orbital occupied
in the reference, while EOM-EA-CCSD describes states derived by attach-
ing an electron to a virtual orbital.
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3.1 and 1.0 Å, respectively. The COM separation in the re-
laxed t-shaped isomer is 4.6 Å. Additional calculations for
relaxed sandwich structures, in which one of the rings is
rotated around its COM, were performed.

The diabatic couplings and splittings were calculated us-
ing the generalized Mulliken–Hush model.56,57 The method
is based on the assumption that there is no dipole moment
coupling between the charge-localized diabatic states, and
thus the dipole moment matrix is diagonal in this represen-
tation. This corresponds to the two states with the largest
charge separation, i.e., charge localized on one of the frag-
ments. The so-defined transformation matrix can hence be
applied to the Hamiltonian matrix in the adiabatic represen-
tation, yielding the coupling as the off-diagonal element.
This leads to the following expression:

hab =
�12�Eab

��ab
=

�12�E12

����12�2 + 4��12�2�1/2 . �9�

The letter and number subscripts refer to diabatic and adia-
batic quantities, respectively. �12 is the transition dipole mo-
ment and ��12 is the difference between the permanent di-
pole moments �we used unrelaxed permanent dipole
moments in these calculations�. The components of each
vector in the direction defined by the permanent dipole dif-
ference vector for the initial and final adiabatic states are
used. In the case of a charged system, the definition of the
dipole moment depends on the origin. However, the diago-
nalization matrix depends on the difference rather than the
values itself and thus is origin-independent.

All ab initio calculations were performed using the
Q-CHEM electronic structure package.33 The basis sets were
obtained from the EMSL repository.58 The geometries are
available in the EPAPS.37

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Preliminaries

The highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� of ben-
zene is the doubly degenerate � system. Upon ionization, the
D6h benzene ring undergoes distortion to two D2h

structures,59 best described as the acute and the obtuse ge-
ometries. The respective molecular orbital �MO� components
are denoted as �g

a and �g
o. The obtuse structure is a transition

state under D2h. The JT effects in the benzene cation
were thoroughly studied both experimentally60–63 and
theoretically.59,64–67 The acute geometry is found experimen-
tally to lie below the obtuse one by 8 cm−1.68 Our calcula-
tions predict this difference to be approximately 21 cm−1,
and that the acute and obtuse structures are 1423 and
1403 cm−1 below the neutral D6h geometry, respectively.
Their geometric parameters are shown in Fig. 2. Distorting
the neutral to the geometry of the acute and obtuse cation
results in energy penalties of 757 and 935 cm−1, respec-
tively.

The JT distortion involves changes in the bond length
and angles. In the discussion below, we use energies to quan-
tify the JT distortions in the dimer. While there are several
geometrical parameters associated with the JT distortion, en-

ergy offers a convenient measure of the effect through the
following energy differences depicted in Fig. 3.

Relaxation along the intermolecular coordinates9 with
rings frozen at their neutral geometries is denoted as �E0.
Additional energy gain due to the full optimization is �E1,

120.83

119.54119.59

1.419

1.383

1.411

1.389

121.53

1.370
1.370

1.429

1.429

119.23119.23

(a)

119.26119.04

1.395

1.425

1.396

120.48

120.30

118.12118.12

120.94

120.94

1.445

1.392
1.392

(b)

FIG. 2. The geometry of the benzene ring in the �a� x-displaced and �b�
y-displaced sandwich �C6H6�2

+ �underlined numbers�. The geometry of an
isolated ring in �a� �g

o and �b� �g
a states is also given. Angles are in degrees

and distances are in Ångstroms.

vertical

optimized (C6H6)2+

relaxed

�E1

�E0

(a)

neutral

cation�E2

�E3
dimer ring
geometry

optimized C6H6
+

equilibrium C6H6(b)

FIG. 3. Energies used to quantify the magnitude of JT distortions and struc-
tural relaxation. The upper panel describes energy in the dimer cation and
the lower panel describes energies of the individual rings.
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which gives a measure of the JT relaxation of the entire
dimer. Optimization does not distinguish between intermo-
lecular and intramolecular �JT� distortions and this energy
difference represents both effects, albeit to different extent. It
also implicitly accounts for the change in the JT state in the
dimer relative to the monomer. The next two quantities, �E2

and �E3 quantify the extent of JT displacements in indi-
vidual rings.

�E2 is the difference between the energies of C6H6
+ at

the neutral monomer geometry and at the geometry it as-
sumes in the dimer. This quantity allows us to separate inter-
molecular and JT coordinates but does not capture the effect
of the fragments on each other. �E3 quantifies the increase in
the energy of a neutral species, as it is distorted from its
monomer geometry to the ring geometry in the dimer cation.
Thus, �E1 and �E2 quantify the cation distortion in the
dimer and individual ring, respectively. �E3 describes the
energetic penalty of the neutral species and is useful in the
discussion of the diabatic states. The full relaxation of the
ionized dimer equals �E0+�E1.

B. Binding energies

Table I presents the binding energies of �C6H6�2
+ in sev-

eral configurations. In the previous work,9 which neglected
ring relaxation in the dimer, the dissociation limit was taken
as two rings with a neutral �X 1A1� geometry to be consistent
with the dimer description.

Here the binding energies are computed using fully op-
timized dimer geometries, and the dissociation limit is taken
as a neutral �X 1A1� and an acute �X 2B2g� geometry ring. The
overall binding energies obtained for the relaxed structure
�and using the dissociation limit from the earlier paper� are
similar to that for the optimized structures using the new
dissociation limit. For the sandwich isomers, the binding en-
ergies are 	20 kcal /mol, in agreement with the experimen-
tal studies setting it in the 15–20 kcal/mol range.69–75 The
t-shaped isomer is 	7 kcal /mol less strongly bound. Inclu-
sion of triple excitations in the description of the cation has a
small effect on the binding energies, lowering them to less
than 0.5 kcal/mol. These values, which are based on the
CCSD /6–31+G� description of the neutral reference states,
can be further refined by computing basis set and �T� correc-
tions for the neutral reference states using the energy addi-
tivity scheme as in Refs. 5 and 6.

C. The t-shaped isomer

Vertical IEs, transition dipoles, and oscillator strengths
for the electronic transitions between the states of the
t-shaped �C6H6�2

+ are listed in Table II. Figure 4 shows the
relative energies of the four lowest electronic states along
with the partial charge on the stem fragment in the vertical,
relaxed, and optimized geometries. Ring geometries are
shown in Fig. 5. The ordering and character of states in the
optimized structure are preserved relative to the relaxed one,
except for the �u�stem� state, which is now below the ��top�
states.

1. JT distortion

Upon ionization, the distance between the centers of the
two rings relaxes from 4.99 to 4.59 Å, while the energy of
the system is lowered by �E0=584 cm−1. Full optimization
lowers the energy by additional �E1=1424 cm−1 but results
in a negligible change in the ring separation �4.59 Å�. Such
close agreement is accidental, as the relaxed distance was
determined from the PES scan employing a 0.1 Å step size.
For comparison, in the ionized monomer, the relaxation re-

TABLE I. Binding energies �kcal/mol� of �C6H6�2
+ at various configurations.

Zero-point energy is not included. The dissociation limit is taken as a neutral
�X 1A1� and an acute �X 2A2g� geometry ring. This dissociation limit is dif-
ferent from Ref. 9.

Optimizeda Relaxeda Verticala Optimized IE�2,3�b

t-shaped 12.41 8.33 6.67 12.59
x-displaced 19.58 16.07 10.70 19.90
y-displaced 19.81 16.11 10.79 20.15

aCalculated using CCSD /6–31+G� neutral and EOM-IP-CCSD /6–31+G�

cation energies.
bCalculated using CCSD /6–31+G� neutral and EOM-IP-CC�2,3� /6–31
+G� cation energies.

TABLE II. IEs �eV�, transition dipole moments �a.u.�, and oscillator
strengths of the optimized t-shaped �C6H6�2

+ obtained using
EOM-IP-CCSD /6–31+G�. IE�2,3� values were obtained using EOM-IP-
CC�2,3�.

IE IE�2,3� � f

B2 /�g
o�stem� 8.383 8.039

A2 /�g
a�stem� 8.913 8.574 1.30�10−2 2.20�10−6

B1 /�g
a�top� 9.175 8.807 ¯ ¯

B2 /�g
o�top� 9.189 8.826 2.279 0.102

A1 /�a�stem� 11.357 10.929 0.138 1.39�10−3

B1 /�o�stem� 11.544 11.187 ¯ ¯

A1 /�a�top� 12.027 11.654 8.05�10−3 5.78�10−6

A2 /�o�top� 12.010 11.636 5.03�10−4 2.2�10−8

B2 /�u�stem� 11.927 11.255 0.855 0.0635
A1 /�u�top� 12.366 11.814 0.225 4.96�10−3

Eref
a −463.013 951

aTotal CCSD energy �hartree� of �C6H6�2.

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

FIG. 4. �Color online� The effect of the intermolecular relaxation and JT
distortion on the four lowest electronic states of the t-shaped �C6H6�2

+. The
energies of states relative to the vertical configuration are given in wave
numbers. The partial charge on the stem fragment is given in italics.
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sults in 1403 cm−1 stabilization. Thus, the total energetic
effect of JT relaxation is similar in the dimer and monomer.
The extent of this JT distortion is different in each ring. The
stem ring is stabilized by �E2=1395 cm−1, while the top
ring is stabilized by �E2=603 cm−1, compared to the neutral
geometry. The apical angle and the adjacent C–C bond
length are larger in the stem fragment, which carries more
charge, while the geometry of the top ring is very close to the
neutral.

The extent of JT distortion in the rings is also consistent
with the NBO charges shown in Fig. 4. As dictated by sym-
metry considerations, the stem and top �g

a states do not mix
and these two states have the charge completely localized.
On the other hand, the �g

o states are delocalized. In the ver-
tical structure, the stem fragment has 0.88 and 0.11 positive
charges in the �g

o�stem� and �g
o�top� states, respectively. The

ring carrying more positive charge undergoes a larger distor-
tion.

2. Charge delocalization

The four HOMOs of �C6H6�2, from which the four low-
est states of the cation are derived, comprise the degenerate
� system of benzene. In agreement with the Hunter–Sanders
model,76 the orbitals of the stem fragment are higher in en-
ergy than those on the top fragment. Both �g

o orbitals of the
top and stem fragments belong to the same irreducible rep-

resentation of the C2v point group, and are thus allowed to
mix, resulting in charge delocalization and a relatively strong
CR �g

o�top�←�g
o�stem� band.

As shown previously, the intensity of the CR bands de-
pends on the degree of monomer state mixing, which also
manifests itself by charge delocalization. By introducing
�quasi-� diabatic states defined as the charge-localized
states,9 the fragment charge can be interpreted as the square
of the weight of the corresponding diabatic state, and the
delocalization is caused by the diabatic coupling between
these states. The CR band transition dipole moment increases
with increased delocalization. The electronic Hamiltonian in
this diabatic basis has the following form:

H = 
Hstem Hst

Hst Htop
� . �10�

Hstem and Htop are the energies of the states with the charge
localized on the step and the top fragments, respectively, and
Hst is the coupling. We refer to �H=Htop−Hstem as the split-
ting between the diabatic states. The corresponding eigen-
functions are

�	1� = 
�	stem� + �1 − 
2�	top� , �11�

�	2� = �1 − 
2�	stem� − 
�	top� , �12�

where �	stem� and �	top� are the diabatic wave functions. 
2

can be interpreted as the charge on the stem ring, determined
by �H and Hst. The transition dipole moment for the CR
transition between these two states is

�	1���	2� = 
�1 − 
2R , �13�

where R is the distance between the rings.
The diabatic coupling, splitting, transition dipole, excita-

tion energy, and charge on the stem fragment in the states
involved in the CR transition are shown in Fig. 6. There is no
state mixing in the noninteracting rings, e.g., at infinite sepa-
ration. At the vertical geometry �at which the two rings are
separated by 5.0 Å�, the coupling and the splitting are Hst

=1067 cm−1 and �H=2617 cm−1. This results in partial
NBO charges of 0.88 and 0.11 on the stem fragment in the
CR ground and excited states, respectively. Using these val-
ues, Eq. �13� yields a transition dipole moment value of 3.1
a.u., which is in close agreement with the calculated value of
2.65 a.u. As the distance between the rings relaxes, the cou-
pling and the splitting increase to Hst=1894 and �H
=3450 cm−1, respectively. The two quantities have an oppo-
site effect on charge localization, and the calculations show
that the stronger coupling prevails resulting in larger mixing
of the diabatic states, as evidenced by the decreased partial
charge on the stem fragment. However, due to the decreased
distance between the fragments, only a small increase in the
transition dipole is observed. The major spectral effect is a
shift to higher energy. Upon full optimization, the JT distor-
tion increases charge localization and it becomes similar to
that observed in the vertical structure. Because the distance
between the fragments does not change, the coupling re-
mains the same, but the splitting increases. Thus, the CR
band shifts to higher energy and its intensity decreases.
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FIG. 5. The geometry of the �a� stem and �b� top fragments in the t-shaped
�C6H6�2

+ �underlined numbers�. The geometry of an isolated ring in a �g
o

state is also given. Angles are in degrees and distances are in Ångstroms.
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The increased splitting at the optimized geometry is due
to ring distortions rather than stronger intermolecular inter-
actions. Consider the diabatic state with the positive charge
on the stem fragment. It is stabilized by JT distortion of the
stem fragment by �E2=1395 cm−1, which destabilizes the
neutral top fragment. In our calculations, the neutral frag-
ment is actually stabilized by �E3=−101 cm−1. This is an
artifact of using the experimental geometry of the neutral

benzene rings in the relaxed scans rather than the CCSD /6
−31+G� one. In the top diabatic state, the top ring is stabi-
lized by �E2=603 cm−1, while the stem is destabilized by
�E3=674 cm−1. This amounts to a 1395+100−603+674
=1566 cm−1 increase in the splitting, thus accounting for the
difference in the relaxed and optimized geometries.

The above analysis demonstrates that when magnitudes
of and changes in the coupling and splitting are comparable,
both need to be considered to describe patterns in charge
delocalization and spectroscopy.

Let us now discuss ionization-induced dynamics of a
heterosystem, such as the t-shaped configurations in liquid
benzene.9 The likely scenario is that intramolecular JT relax-
ation is faster than the interfragment rearrangement, suggest-
ing that initially the hole would tend to localize more, and
the intensity of the band would decrease. Following this ini-
tial dynamics, the two rings would approach each other in-
creasing both the splitting and the coupling, which will in-
crease the transition dipole and restore delocalization �as
shown by a model calculation�. In a constrained system, such
as a polymer or DNA strand, where the mobility of frag-
ments relative to each other is severely restricted, we expect
smaller intermolecular rearrangements. Thus, the ionization-
induced dynamics in a constrained system would manifest
itself spectroscopically by decreased intensity accompanied
by a blueshift of the CR band. An alternative scenario, in
which intermolecular rearrangements are not important, can
be expected when ionization occurs from nonbonding orbit-
als.

D. Displaced sandwich

Vertical IEs, transition dipoles, and oscillator strengths
for the electronic transitions between the states of the opti-
mized displaced �C6H6�2

+ are listed in Table III. The effect of
the relaxation and optimization on the four lowest electronic
states is outlined in Fig. 7. The geometric parameters of the
rings are shown in Fig. 2. The previous study showed that
the displaced sandwich structure is the minimum energy
structure of �C6H6�2

+. The displacement can be either along
the C–H bond �y-displaced� or perpendicular to the C–C
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FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Evolution of the NBO charge on the stem frag-
ment in the adiabatic states involved in the CR transition. �b� Evolution of
the diabatic coupling and splitting. �c� Evolution of the position and inten-
sity of the CR band. The full electronic spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE III. IEs �eV�, transition dipole moments �a.u.�, and oscillator strengths of the sandwich and the displaced sandwich �C6H6�2
+ isomers obtained using

EOM-IP-CCSD /6−31+G�. IE�2,3� values were obtained using EOM-IP-CC�2,3�.

x-displaced y-displaced

IE IE�2,3� � f IE IE�2,3� � f
Bg /����g

o� 7.886 7.536 Bg /����g
a� 7.866 7.515

Ag /����g
a� 8.393 8.046 ¯ ¯ Ag /����g

o� 8.417 8.069 ¯ ¯

Bu /���g
a� 9.174 8.824 6.03�10−2 1.14�10−4 Bu /���g

o� 9.150 8.799 5.46�10−2 9.36�10−5

Au /���g
o� 9.290 8.937 2.51 0.217 Au /���g

a� 9.300 8.944 2.49 0.218
Bg /���o� 11.624 11.270 ¯ ¯ Bu /����a� 11.625 11.268 8.35�10−2 6.42�10−4

Bu /����a� 11.686 11.330 7.59�10−2 5.37�10−4 Ag /���a� 11.619 11.263 ¯ ¯

Au /����o� 11.624 11.271 6.36�10−2 3.70�10−4 Au /����o� 11.686 11.332 5.83�10−2 3.18�10−4

Ag /���a� 11.752 11.398 ¯ ¯ Bg /���o� 11.748 11.394 ¯ ¯

Bu /����u� 11.208 10.599 0.778 0.0492 Bu /����u� 11.203 10.593 0.778 0.0495
Ag /���u� 12.671 11.763 ¯ ¯ Ag /���u� 12.683 11.819 ¯ ¯

Eref
a −463.007 114 −463.006 732

aTotal CCSD energy �hartree� of �C6H6�2.
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bond �x-displaced structure�. The vertical y-displaced struc-
ture was obtained from the x-displaced structures by using
the same displacement �1.6 Å� and interplanar separation
�3.6 Å�. Overall, the spectra of the relaxed and optimized
geometries are very similar. We have observed that in the
relaxed structure the ordering of � and �u states changes,
and this is preserved upon the full geometry optimization.

1. JT distortion

The two vertical structures are nearly degenerate, the
y-displaced isomer being 33 cm−1 lower. The difference de-
creases to 17 cm−1 upon relaxation of the intermolecular co-
ordinates. Full optimization increases this gap to 78 cm−1.
At the relaxed geometry, the rings are separated by 3.1 Å
and shifted by 1.0 Å, in both isomers. The distance between
centers is 3.26 Å. Allowing both intermolecular and in-
tramolecular coordinates to vary has only a weak effect on
the center-center distance �3.26 Å�; however, it differenti-
ates the two isomers in ring separation and displacement. In
the y-displaced isomer, the rings are shifted by 0.72 Å and
separated by 3.18 Å. The respective numbers in the
x-displaced isomer are 1.07 and 3.08 Å.

The two displaced cation isomers correspond to different
characters of the singly occupied MO �SOMO�. In the
y-displaced structure, the antibonding combination of �g

a is
the SOMO, while in the x-displaced the �g

o combination.

Relaxation lowers the energy by �E0=1862 cm−1 and �E0

=1878 cm−1, respectively. The two rings in a displaced
sandwich isomer are related by symmetry and equally share
the effect of the JT distortion. The optimized y-displaced
structure is �E1=1293 cm−1 lower than the relaxed one,
while �E1=1231 cm−1 for the x isomer. In the y- and
x-displaced structures, the ring relaxes by �E2=1098 cm−1.
The neutral ring is destabilized by �E3=215 cm−1 in the
y-displaced structure and by �E3=185 cm−1 in the
x-displaced structure. The geometric parameters of the rings
are shown in Fig. 2. In both cases, the values of the angles
are halfway between the respective cation structures and the
neutral, but bond lengths are similar. Overall, the behavior of
the two structures is very similar.

2. Charge delocalization

Since the center of inversion is preserved during the op-
timization, the charge is equally shared between the frag-
ments. To investigate the effect of symmetry lowering on
charge localization, we scanned the rotation of one of the
rings in its plane. Interestingly, no significant charge local-
ization was observed at these geometries, although the rota-
tion affected the character of the wave functions via mixing
of the �g

o and �g
a orbitals. Thus, for the parallel rings, there is

always a sufficient overlap between the fragments’ MOs. We
expect that in the purine and pyrimidine bases, which have
extended aromatic systems, the delocalization and formation
of tightly bound dimer cations will not be hindered by the
rotation and moderate sliding of the stacked rings relative to
each other in the double helix, as long as they remain paral-
lel. Without performing constrained geometry optimization
at the twisted configuration, one can evaluate the maximum
charge localization by using Eqs. �10�–�12� as follows. The
diabatic coupling Hst of the twisted sandwich equals
5600 cm−1, and the splitting between the states is approxi-
mately zero. The former should not be affected by the ring
relaxation but the latter would. Maximum charge localization
will occur when only one ring undergoes the JT distortion.
Using the monomer value, we evaluate the change in the
splitting due to one ring relaxation to be approximately
1400 cm−1. Using these values, Eqs. �10�–�12� yield 0.56
and 0.44 for the ground state charge distribution, signifying a
very small charge localization.

E. Spectroscopy

While the interfragment relaxation has dramatic spectro-
scopic consequences,9 the additional effects of full geometry
optimization on the higher electronic states is small and
amounts to small shifts in the excitation energies relative to
the relaxed structures. Thus, we refrain from discussing this
aspect of the results and merely point out the differences
with our previous work. The effect of triple excitations is not
uniform in all states. The ionization energy of states derived
from the �u orbitals is lowered more than that of the other
states. The corresponding absorption shifts to the red in the
spectra of the cation. The results are summarized in Tables II
and III, and the spectra are visualized in Figs. 8–10.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The effect of the intermolecular relaxation and JT
distortion on the four lowest electronic states of the �a� x-displaced and �b�
y-displaced sandwich isomers of �C6H6�2

+. The energies of states relative to
the vertical configuration are given in wave numbers.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We report fully optimized equilibrium geometries of sev-
eral isomers of the benzene dimer cation. The structures are
used to quantify JT distortions and charge localization.
Whereas the relaxation along the interfragment coordinates
lowers the energy of the t-shaped and displaced sandwich
isomers by 0.07 and 0.23 eV, respectively, the ring relaxation
lowers the energies by additional 0.18 and 0.23 eV. We in-
vestigated the effects of geometrical relaxation on hole local-
ization in the t-shaped isomer. We found that the larger
charge localization due to JT relaxation is counteracted by
the increased diabatic coupling causing delocalization. Thus,
the detailed balance of the two effects determines the extent
of charge delocalization, and the neglect of JT distortion
leads to overestimation of the delocalization. In this particu-
lar case, the two effects largely cancel out, and the observed
charge distribution is similar in the vertical and optimized
structures but different from that in the relaxed structure. We
expect similar cancellation to occur in systems with full con-
formational freedom. However, in constrained systems, the
intramolecular relaxation is expected to dominate.

Large difference between the relaxed and optimized ge-
ometries in the displaced isomers points at strong coupling
between the JT and intermolecular degrees of freedom. The
rotation of the rings causes mixing of the JT states but does
not induce charge localization as the shapes of fragment
MOs allows for their efficient overlap.

The calculations were performed using new implemen-
tation of EOM-IP-CCSD and EOM-IP-CC�2,3� energies, as
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FIG. 8. Electronic state ordering and oscillator strengths of the fully
optimized t-shaped �C6H6�2

+ calculated using �a� EOM-IP-CCSD and �b�
EOM-IP-CC�2,3�. EOM-IP-CCSD oscillator strength is used in both plots.
Empty bars denote symmetry forbidden transitions.
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FIG. 9. Electronic states ordering and oscillator strengths of the fully
optimized x-displaced �C6H6�2

+ calculated using �a� EOM-IP-CCSD and �b�
EOM-IP-CC�2,3�. EOM-IP-CCSD oscillator strength is used in both plots.
Empty bars denote symmetry forbidden transitions.
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well as EOM-IP-CCSD gradients in the Q-CHEM electronic
structure package.33
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